Portable Gas Powered 16 Gallon HV Foamer
MODEL # 916875
OVERVIEW
The Portable Gas Powered 16 Gallon HV Foamer is a high volume foam applicator featuring a 4-wheel, all stainless steel cart
assembly, an integrated gas powered Honda air compressor and a 16 gallon chemical concentrate tank. This venturi injection
system uses standard city water pressure (35 - 125 PSI) to draw and blend chemical concentrate from the tank into the water
stream to create an accurately diluted solution. A high volume of rich, clinging foam is created by injecting compressed air into
the solution to greatly increase volume and coverage ability. The foam is then projected through the discharge hose and fan
nozzle on to any surface up close or at distances up to 15 feet (25 feet with zero degree nozzle).
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OPTIONS

Alternate Chemical Check Valve - Viton Standard
Check Valve, Chemical, PP(W), 1/4" (EPDM)
Alternate Chemical Check Valve - Viton Standard
Alternate Air Check Valve - EPDM Standard
Check Valve, Chemical, PP(W), 1/4" (EPDM)
Check Valve, Air, SS, 1/4" MM (Viton / Hast)
Alternate Air Check Valve - EPDM Standard
Check Valve, Air, SS, 1/4" MM (Viton / Hast)
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720:1 to 3:1 @ 40 PSI

